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Introduction

Good afternoon. Thank you to Global Competition Review for inviting me to speak here today.¹ This is an exciting time to be a Commissioner at the Federal Trade Commission, and to be in such good company with the talented leaders and staff of competition authorities here in the UK, the EU, and around the globe.

We gather today at a uniquely challenging and exciting moment for antitrust. We are seeing increasing dominance by large companies across many sectors, including what we generally call “big tech.” At the same time, data-driven technologies are becoming both ubiquitous and indispensable. As a result, we are rightly challenging assumptions about self-correcting markets comprised of rational market participants in favor of serious questions about a state of competition that seems to benefit only a select few.

Studies show increasing concentration in a number of sectors, including in technology markets.² It is unquestionable that high concentration across industries can lead to increased market power within relevant antitrust markets, and this leaves citizens beholden to a few powerful firms, lacking choice in their everyday lives. We all experience that feeling: from our wireless phone

¹ The views expressed in these remarks are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Federal Trade Commission or any other commissioner.

service, airlines, healthcare providers, pharmacies, cable service, and even beer; I could go on, as the list is quite long.

When we add in technology-specific issues like data collection, network effects, winner-take-all markets, and the fact that our data, consumer data, has become a commodity itself, the challenges abound. Our obligation as enforcers is to rise to them. We need to think creatively and constructively about how we can use the legal tools we have at our disposal to protect consumers and promote competition. For me, part of that analysis is also thinking about and identifying those areas where those legal tools might be inadequate, and where we might sharpen or change them.

It has been a busy year at the FTC, which is a good thing from my enforcement perspective. In just the last year, we have challenged illegal mergers involving hospitals, chemicals, title insurance, gene sequencing technology, body cameras, breakfast cereal, coal mines, and razors. And most of those challenges were in the last three months, making for a very busy end of 2019 and beginning of 2020. We also brought Section 2 cases against a monopolist in the e-prescription market and against a pharmaceutical company for illegal monopoly maintenance. These enforcement actions protected competition and consumers from bearing the harms of higher prices, lower quality, and lessened innovation that result when markets are not competitive. These cases, along with several others I will discuss today, are not against “big tech” companies. But they implicate antitrust issues and carry important lessons for the questions that arise in the tech context as well. They serve as an important reminder that current antitrust concerns extend well beyond tech specifically and that current antitrust enforcement tools can apply to tech as well.

For today, I want to begin by sharing some general observations about concentration across the economy. Then I want to talk about particular competition questions and challenges posed by tech, including (1) nascent competition; (2) the way platforms and data operate; and (3) the relationship between competition and consumer protection enforcement. Finally, I will conclude by discussing the tools the FTC has in our toolbox for addressing these issues, as well as how we can and should be working with our counterparts in the UK, in Europe, and across the globe as we tackle these difficult questions.

**General Observations about Concentration**

First, some general observations about concentration in today’s markets. I start with this point because I worry that we risk missing the forest of economy-wide competition problems by myopically focusing on the “big tech” trees.

Recently, the Trump Administration’s Council of Economic Advisers issued a report making what I think is an astounding conclusion about the state of the U.S. economy. The Council concludes that high concentration within industries is not actually indicative of a lack of
competition, and thus is not necessarily harmful. I have a very difficult time understanding the logic behind that conclusion. In industry after industry, we see evidence of significant market power held by a smaller and smaller group of firms. As Chief Judge Diane P. Wood of the US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit put it:

One does not have to look far in today’s world to find sincere concern over the concentration of economic power in the hands of only a few giant companies, whether they are the tech companies, the energy companies, office retailers, banks, or others. You have only to look at the newsfeed on your cellphone (or if you are really old-fashioned, the TV news) to see people . . . expressing fears that these huge companies are . . . exercising market power.1

Some examples that have particular salience for me are in the healthcare space. In the pharmaceutical industry about sixty different companies combined down to just ten between 1995 and 2015. And I continue to have a lot of concern about substantially increasing pharmaceutical prices. In the last few years, pharmaceutical merger activity has persisted at a high pace, as have price increases, with one analysis finding thousands of drugs with price hikes at five times the rate of inflation in the beginning of 2019. Hospital and provider consolidation
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has been no different. The trend that started in the 1990s has continued at a breakneck pace in recent years. Between 2015 and 2018, there were approximately 419 publicly announced hospital consolidations in the U.S. When hospitals consolidate, we know that the price of care goes up, and evidence shows that patient quality of care suffers from the lack of competition.

The same concerns about high concentration’s relationship to market power touch other industries. Take wireless telecoms: by consuming a wide range of smaller, regional carriers like Alltel, MetroPCS, and Nextel, the United States’ four top wireless carriers—Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Sprint—combined to control about 90 percent of the U.S. market. Now those four may be down to three. We can also think about airlines. Over the past decade and a half, mega mergers have left us with only four carriers, which account for 76 percent of all passenger traffic in 2018. Raise your hand if your customer experience has improved—because that has not been my experience.

Applying Antitrust Principles to Tech

Turning to tech, across different verticals like search, social media, online shopping, cloud storage, and platforms, we see just a few companies—at best—dominating each area. Each of these firms collects and controls vast amounts of data. This concentration and control has obvious antitrust implications that extend beyond academic legal questions to the lived experience of citizens feeling concentration’s pinch as both consumers and workers. We cannot ignore that experience; nor can we ignore the empirical evidence that supports it.

Although the focus of my comments today, and of this entire conference, for that matter, is on antitrust authorities addressing outsized power and concentration in the tech industry, I think it important to emphasize what I take away from Chief Judge Wood’s statement. That is, antitrust should not, and cannot, just focus on big tech. We have to address competition challenges across the economy, and doing so provides us with the opportunity to apply valuable expertise to the
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issues raised by technology, as well as to contemplate how big tech questions may require new or different tools.

**Acquisitions of Nascent Competitors**

The first specific issue I want to focus on is the acquisition of nascent competitors. This is an area of particular focus for tech where we are thinking about patterns of acquisitions of smaller companies, particularly those that might have otherwise become a competitive threat. But again, this is not a problem cabined to the tech industry. When a start-up in any industry builds a product that shows signs that it might pose a legitimate threat to an incumbent, the monopolist’s all-too-popular response is usually to extinguish that threat by acquiring the smaller, potentially disruptive competitor.

As antitrust enforcers, we must look not only at mergers that might eliminate current competition but also at those that might eliminate potential or future competition. Take the example of an incumbent firm acquiring a small start-up that may only marginally increase the incumbent’s market share, but where the start-up poses a significant and meaningful competitive threat. Should we allow the incumbent to gobble up its most serious competition because the change in market share is small? Or should we allow the deal to close because the competitive threat is too uncertain and might consumers and competition benefit from providing the start-up with additional resources?

Antitrust law unequivocally gives us the power and the responsibility to block anticompetitive mergers in their incipiency, without a requirement of showing a certainty of harm. And I’m proud of the recent actions the FTC has taken to challenge acquisitions of nascent competitors.

The first one I’ll mention is Illumina/PacBio, which the CMA here in the UK also reviewed. In December 2019, the FTC filed suit to block Illumina, a producer and developer of next-generation gene-sequencing systems, from eliminating via acquisition a nascent competitive threat to its monopoly, Pacific Biosciences (“PacBio”). Illumina had a monopoly on the gene-sequencing market, but PacBio was developing and improving its technology and was poised to take an increasing amount of Illumina’s market share. What was really interesting about this case is that the Commission alleged not only that the merger violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act, which prohibits mergers that substantially lessen competition, but that it also violated Section 2 of the Sherman Act, which prohibits monopoly maintenance. In other words, the acquisition was not only likely to substantially lessen competition, it was also “anticompetitive conduct reasonably capable of contributing significantly to Illumina’s maintenance of monopoly
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power.” The merger was ultimately abandoned in the face of concerns of the FTC and the CMA.

Similarly, in 2018, the FTC challenged, and the parties later abandoned, a merger of a large incumbent and a small nascent competitor in the market for dealer management software used by new car sellers to manage their business. CDK—a large player in the market—proposed acquiring Auto/Mate, a competitor that was still small in terms of market share, but which posed a significant competitive threat to CDK and had been increasingly winning over business through better quality, service, and prices.

These cases illustrate that we can stop dominant firms from squelching their competitors before they have had a chance to pose a more significant threat. They are obviously not in the digital markets as we think of big tech. I understand the concern that the U.S. has not been aggressive enough in blocking acquisitions by dominant firms in the digital space. To address this, it helps to start by identifying two material challenges in the nascent competition space: First, we need to know about an acquisition in order to block it; and second, we need to have the requisite evidence—and three votes on the Commission—to move forward with an enforcement action.

The Commission took an important step last month to address the first challenge: We announced a comprehensive Section 6(b) study which will use compulsory process to analyze patterns and markets more broadly. The authority is not quite as robust as the market-study power that the CMA has, because we cannot use it to order remedies. But it’s a very important information-gathering tool for the FTC. In the 6(b), the Commission unanimously supported studying non-reportable acquisitions by Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft. These were acquisitions and transactions that were not large enough to meet the reporting threshold at the time they happened, and therefore were consummated without any ex ante review. This study will help us to understand the patterns of acquisition activity and also help us better understand the sufficiency of the HSR Act in identifying potentially problematic transactions.

On the second point, I appreciate that it can be difficult to prove that any particular acquisition is designed to extinguish a nascent threat; we must engage in detailed and careful fact gathering to develop appropriate evidence. Our staff do an increasingly good job of gathering the kind of evidence needed to look at whether a company used an acquisition to extinguish a competitive threat. But meeting the legal burden to challenge a transaction remains hard. Where we have a close-call case, we can benefit from retrospective studies to help us learn where we are getting things wrong and how to correct those mistakes. Where we have an unchallenged transaction that, with the benefit of hindsight, looks to have been problematic, we should revisit our original analysis to understand what we got right or wrong, and how we can improve that analysis going forward.

---
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forward. In some transactions, that includes asking whether corrective enforcement actions are necessary.

Data and Platforms

In addition to thinking about the role of nascent competition acquisitions in big tech, I also want to address the particular role of data, and especially how it functions as an asset that may confer market power or be used to inhibit competition or entry. Like nascent competition, these issues are not new nor are they new to big tech. The concept of data as an asset that has some competitive significance or strategic value to companies is not new; it has long been a part of antitrust analysis. Certain types of data, especially if combined with a competitor’s through a merger, could enhance market power by diminishing or eliminating competition for that asset and creating or magnifying barriers to entry. The Commission confronted the role of data as a key asset in the Nielsen/Arbitron merger. In that case, the Commission analyzed the role of data and assets related to the cross-platform audience measurement business, and ultimately required divestitures. The majority of the Commission believed that the merger was likely to deprive media companies and advertisers of the benefits of competition between two firms that were developing and most capable of providing an important type of data: syndicated cross-platform audience-measurement services.

Some have argued that the correct fix to concerns about data concentration is a laissez-faire approach: Potential rivals should find their own way to create their own datasets. That solution has never quite made a lot of sense, and indeed has been rejected by the Commission. For example, as early as 2008, when the FTC challenged Reed Elsevier’s proposed acquisition of ChoicePoint, the relevant market was “electronic public record services for law enforcement customers.” The Commission alleged that entry would be difficult because of the time and cost associated with developing comparable data. That difficulty existed notwithstanding the availability of the electronic records themselves to potential competitors.

I want to turn now to platforms. When we say “platforms” we often think of big tech companies, but two-sided platforms that connect customers and services operate in many industries today outside traditional big tech ones. Whether inside or outside big tech, the specific concern is that an incumbent can use its position as a platform gatekeeper to prevent nascent or potential competitors or new entrants from reaching sufficient scale for growth by restricting their access to bigger customers.

---
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Last year the FTC filed an important but little-noticed platform monopolization case against Surescripts. Surescripts is an e-prescribing platform that operates in two different directions. Last April, the Commission sued Surescripts alleging that the firm used illegal horizontal and vertical restraints, including exclusivity, loyalty provisions, threats, and other exclusionary tactics to maintain monopolies over e-prescribing markets in routing of prescriptions and determining of eligibility for prescription benefits. This case is still in litigation, but the judge recently rejected the defendant’s motion to dismiss. Among the arguments the judge rejected was Surescripts’s claim that the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Amex effectively immunizes conduct on two-sided platforms.

All of these non-tech cases illustrate the ways longstanding principles of antitrust law can be applied to some of the competition challenges posed by big data. But it is also important to consider ways in which the particular operation of big data in tech platforms may require different solutions. And we should think about whether we need additional enforcement regimes outside of merger enforcement to facilitate competitive entry.

Data operates as an asset for large tech platforms that seems to allow them—through a combination of consumer lock-in, winner-take-most, and network effects—to be insulated from competition. Firms with vertical or complementary relationships to the tech firms have little choice but to use them to reach needed eyeballs. This raises a question of whether we need to consider reviving a form of the essential facilities doctrine.

Let me start with some brief background on the doctrine, which dates back over a century. It was first articulated in the Terminal Railroad case in 1912, which involved a group of railroads that had acquired two bridges and a ferry—the only facilities available for transporting railroad trains across the Mississippi River. While it was physically possible to build a fourth facility, the cost to any one company would have been “prohibitive.” Instead, because it was economically feasible to grant access to the bridges and ferry—the facilities that were essential to competition between rivals—the cartel was required to grant access. Similarly, in Lorain Journal, a dominant newspaper refused to sell ad space to any merchant who also purchased ads from a competing radio station. In other words, advertisers could buy radio or newspaper ads but not both. The court struck down the practice, noting that some businesses considered advertising in newspapers “essential for the promotion of sales in Lorain County.”

25 Id. at 103.
27 Id. at 411–13.
29 Id.
advertisers go to only the newspapers or to radio is the epitome of blocking the free flow of commerce; it goes directly against antitrust law’s prohibitions on restraints of trade.\(^{30}\)

The essential facilities doctrine has fallen out of favor over the last several decades, but there are parallels between the marketplace conditions that led to establishing the doctrine and today’s tech industry. Railroads co-opting every bridge and newspapers capturing all advertisers created bottlenecks that prohibited the free flow of commerce. Similarly, in digital markets, platforms may prohibit access that is essential for free-flowing commerce. This is true even if a company claims that its control over an essential facility is a natural byproduct of market conditions and thus its monopoly was inevitable.\(^{31}\) As the Supreme Court correctly noted, facilities that were essential for free-flowing commerce and practically impossible to recreate must be open to all on commercially reasonable terms.\(^{32}\)

Data portability is one idea that attempts to address this issue. Rather than making platform facilities available to all, ensure that users can migrate data from one service to another. But we have yet to see in practice whether this could work to meaningfully solve some of these issues. There is also an additional proposal to address data access by the new European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen. Recognizing competition’s need for free-flowing data, the EU has plans to pool European data and create EU-wide common and interoperable data spaces.\(^{33}\) This effort could help to decentralize concentration in the market for data and to create opportunities for more robust competition among nascent and potential rivals of big tech platforms.

*Data at the Intersection of Privacy and Competition*

Creative ideas such as interoperability provide a perfect segue to the next topic I want to discuss: how privacy and competition policy and enforcement intersect with each other, and the extent to which enforcement or rules in one domain should affect enforcement or rules in the other.

Questions about competition and consumer protection no longer happen in isolation. Addressing a legal question or considering a policy change on one side often has profound implications for the other. For example, interoperability may promote competition, but, done poorly, it can risk consumer privacy: If companies are not only allowed but required to share sensitive consumer data with each other in order to interoperate, how are consumers put at risk?
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My colleague and friend Commissioner Noah Phillips said recently that we should be very skeptical of linking competition and consumer protection. I agree with him that we cannot necessarily use competition tools to solve consumer protection problems, and vice versa. But I do not share his skepticism about linking the FTC’s competition and consumer protection missions. We should consider applying the protection of both when grappling with issues that arise in either. I think this is a real strength that the FTC has that some of our counterparts in other jurisdictions don’t have. We can apply competition and consumer protection lenses to the various issues we face. Not only do I think we can do it, I think we should do it. And in a way, it would be malpractice not to do it. If we see consumer protection issues arise in a competition case, we shouldn’t ignore them just because that’s the context in which it arose. And we should think carefully about how our solutions on one side affect the market conditions on the other.

This is a pretty basic law enforcement principle. A criminal prosecutor routinely charges a defendant with multiple different law violations arising out of the same conduct. It would be malpractice for the FTC to ignore, for example, potential privacy law violations simply because they arose in the context of a merger. Competition and consumer protection issues intersect in a few different ways.

First, consolidation can have implications for consumer privacy. For example, when a firm that collects vast amounts of consumer data but provides minimal privacy options and data security protections acquires a competitor that offers more effective privacy options and data security protections, the result could be a combined company that offers reduced quality of privacy protection and data security. We should consider data privacy and security as a potential metric of quality competition. And we should also consider whether changes in how data is collected, used, and shared as a result of a merger may violate promises the collecting company made to consumers or otherwise run afoul of the unfair or deceptive acts or practices prohibition in the FTC Act.

Commissioner Phillips has also raised concerns that new privacy or data use laws and rules could actually exacerbate competition concerns by preferencing incumbents. I very much share that concern. But we diverge in that I think it is possible to write privacy and data abuse rules that take the competitive implications into account and that will not unduly advantage incumbent players or disadvantage start-ups that do not have large compliance departments. For example, one way to guard against that potential result is to ensure regulations are structural, clear, and bright-lined.

Another example of the relationship between privacy and competition concerns is the omnipresent click-through privacy policies. Written privacy policies are intended to embody the sensible principle of notice and choice: tell consumers what you are doing with their data and let them choose whether to agree or disagree. But as all of our lived experience illustrates, this does


35 See Chairwoman Edith Ramirez, supra note 18, at 10.

36 Comm’r Noah Joshua Phillips, supra note 34, at 11.
not work in practice. Notice is not meaningful because it is verbose and opaque legalese. And even if a consumer could understand it, choice is not a meaningful construct when there are not enough competing options in the marketplace for consumers to vote with their feet. In other words, too often, consumers have no choice but to accept the terms put forward by a company in order to access a service necessary for participation in today’s society.

To be clear, I am not advocating that antitrust make an end-run around consumer protection issues. I also am not saying that more competition will fix all privacy problems. Instead, my point is that the issues are related, especially where companies with extremely large quantities of data also have extremely large market share. It is our obligation to recognize and respond to that market reality.

Making the Most of the FTC’s Toolbox

I want to turn to a brief rundown on the FTC’s toolbox. One of the reasons I value being at the FTC is because we have the ability to tackle this litany of concerns head-on both in competition and consumer protection using a comprehensive lens. We have three general tools for carrying out our competition and consumer protection missions—law enforcement, rulemaking, and policy initiatives—and I will share some thoughts on how we should deploy them.

Enforcement

Regarding enforcement, I think there are several ways in which we could strengthen our efforts. We can do that while appreciating the work that’s happening right now. The first thing the FTC needs to think more about is our tolerance for litigation risk and how we do our risk calculus. The second thing I think we need to do is think about is how to expand our technological and digital industry expertise. Finally, I think it might be worthwhile to the FTC to reconsider our policy of not disclosing investigations as a general matter.

On the topic of litigation risk: all antitrust litigation is challenging, and increasingly so. We need to be good stewards of our taxpayer funding by deploying our litigation muscle responsibly, and only where we think real violations of the law occurred. The FTC has taken some strong enforcement actions in the past year, particularly in alleging Section 2 violations in the Illumina/PacBio complaint and in our case against Surescripts. But we need to redouble our efforts to identify and prioritize issues and cases where we believe the law has been violated, even if that means assuming substantial litigation risk. Losing loudly, if we believe what we’re doing is the right thing, can help demonstrate to Congress the need for changes to the law.

The decision about which cases to bring also involves error-risk calculation, and will require an adjustment to our error-risk tolerance. When you’re making a decision about whether to enforce the law in the context of antitrust, you’re necessarily engaging in a predictive exercise. We try to guess what market conditions will look like, and what the incentives of the merging parties will be in order to predict their post-merger behavior. When you are trying to be predictive, you take on the risk that you might be wrong. You could be wrong in two directions: You can make Type I errors, where you enforce where enforcement would be inappropriate, or you can make Type II errors, where you fail to enforce where enforcement would have been needed. I think antitrust
has developed a very robust fear of Type I errors—a real sense that we shouldn’t enforce when we’re not certain of harm. But we have a very underdeveloped fear of Type II errors, and an underdeveloped sense that there is a real problem where we fail to enforce when enforcement is needed. Bringing that error-risk balance back into more of an equilibrium is something that is really important to me.

Furthermore, if we are going to take on additional risk, we should also make sure we are equipped with adequate analytical tools. Antitrust enforcers are accustomed to analyzing fast-paced and high technology markets. But given the ubiquitous nature of data and the fact that every industry now includes a technological component, I think the FTC should expand its expertise by establishing a Bureau of Technology. We currently put an in-house economist on every single case and we should do the same with a technologist. The Bureau of Technology could also significantly aid our 6(b) study capabilities for key competition and consumer protection issues, including IoT security, AI, ad-tech, and data portability, to name a few. CMA has put together a pretty compelling and impressive model for us with their Data Technology and Analytics (DaTA) unit. The unit was established to help the agency apply “the latest in data engineering, machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques” to hone its own tools and to better understand how firms are using these technologies.37

Finally, we should consider our approach to investigative transparency. Under our current rules, all FTC investigations are non-public to protect both the investigation and the individuals and companies involved. The CMA, however, usually announces not only its investigations but also the names of parties involved in the investigations. Though I can see very legitimate reasons for the FTC’s approach, there may be benefits to the CMA’s model. One such benefit includes providing third party stakeholders, who might not otherwise come forward, with opportunities to offer their perspectives as possible fact witnesses in an investigation. We want those with information concerning our investigations to come forward and share what they know without fear that their complaints may disappear into a black hole. Fear of retaliation is a legitimate concern should investigations be publicized, but the fact is that any investigation material to a public company must be reported to investors. I also think public acknowledgement of ongoing investigations can provide accountability for both the agency and the markets—the Commission would be responsible for the decisions it makes and the existence of investigations could deter other market participants from engaging in problematic behavior.

Studies and Retrospectives

Along with our enforcement mission, the FTC has the important and unique authority to conduct broad market studies and analysis under Section 6(b) of the FTC Act. The agency also can and does engage in merger retrospectives. These are two tools that we should deploy more, and specifically in the digital space. I will again acknowledge that the amount we can do on these fronts depends on resources, but taxpayer dollars would be well spent on ensuring that the FTC—and the public—comprehensively analyzes important markets in ways that would also

improve our enforcement efforts. One such valuable effort is the 6(b) study I mentioned earlier into acquisitions by top tech firms.

In addition, I think the FTC should initiate a 6(b) study related to both the competition and consumer protection aspects of advertising technology, and I echo my colleagues Commissioner Wilson and Chopra’s recent call for such an effort.\textsuperscript{38}

Finally, merger retrospectives, particularly in the digital arena, will help the agency evaluate its record and identify ways to improve enforcement. The FTC has a long history of being a self-reflective agency.\textsuperscript{39} We regularly engage in merger retrospectives to test the accuracy of our predictions about a given merger. The FTC ethos of being willing to do a constructive evaluation of its effectiveness is a characteristic that has helped make it a unique and particularly strong institution.

\textit{Regulatory Tools}

Market analysis can help us hone and target our enforcement efforts, a critical function of the FTC, but antitrust enforcement is primarily a tool that operates after a violation has occurred or is imminent. Antitrust policy, however, is not limited to enforcement; it can also include competition regulation, including at the FTC or at other federal agencies. We can and should look to both mechanisms to accomplish our mission.

The FTC has not engaged in Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking under its Section 5 unfair methods of competition authority for more than 50 years.\textsuperscript{40} This is a tool that we should dust off, because clear ex ante rules can often be more efficient than labor-intensive ex post enforcement.\textsuperscript{41} Specifically, I strongly support the Commission’s opening a rulemaking related to non-compete agreements, an issue relevant to the tech industry, but also troublingly prevalent for many low-wage workers. We should also consider how rulemaking might help us address some of the unique competition problems posed by business models that rely on widespread accumulation of data.

Other agencies can also play a role in creating regulations that promote competition. For example, the Federal Communications Commission has rules—recently reinstated after an order by the Third Circuit—that restrict the number of media outlets that a single entity may own or control in local geographic market, and includes the so-called eight-voices test, which requires at


\textsuperscript{40} See Discriminatory Practices in Men’s and Boy’s Tailored Clothing Rule, 16 C.F.R. § 412 (1968).

least eight independently owned and operating voices to remain in the market following a merger. This is not framed as an antitrust rule, but it reflects the desire of Congress to promote localism and diversity by way of ensuring a certain level of competition. DOT similarly has rulemaking authority to promote competition in the airline industry.

**European Enforcers & US Enforcers: Collaboration**

The digital economy continues to proliferate across multinational borders resulting in many of the various competition regimes facing similar issues. By collaborating on best practices, we might improve the techniques and tools used for investigating mergers and conduct. Not only should we consider sharing economic learning and research methods to enhance collective knowledge of tech and other related markets, but we might also consider sharing data analytics and data tools.

Like the U.S., the EU has well-developed competition law aimed at preventing and stopping anticompetitive behavior. Thus, it is important to continue to observe European cases in practice because that observation offers opportunities to consider the benefits and risks of potential changes to our U.S. statutory standards. It is important to compare and contrast the FTC’s and DOJ’s authority under U.S. law and the law under which our European Commission counterparts operate. The European Commission has been pursuing high profile competition cases that involve American companies. They are working with an entirely different set of laws with respect to competition—the abuse of dominance standard, which does not exist in our statutory framework, puts specific burdens on firms that reach a certain market share.

While the tools we use may be different, there are many similarities in the questions and market conditions we are confronting in different enforcement jurisdictions. We all—as enforcers, and as global citizens—benefit from cooperation and dialogue across jurisdictions to sharpen our thinking, hone our tools, and learn what lessons we can from our counterparts’ approaches. I very much look forward to continuing that engagement as we tackle the biggest—both literally and metaphorically—antitrust questions of our time.